
INTERNAL GOALS AND EMOTIONAL MANIPULATION: 
 
Emotional manipulation is key to social challenges in Ingenero.  Likewise the 
system supports internal goals as a way for players to legitimately bring their 
characters emotional issues to a head as an official challenge. 
 
The following example also shows how Motives can be changed as fallout from 
internal challenges, meaning that these dramatic scenes have lasting effects in 
subsequent play. 
 
Example:  Wyatt is a little kid being bossed around by Bruce the big kid.  Bruce has 
issues that make him act out - so he has a need to make himself feel better at 
others expense.  So Bruce’s player sets an internal goal to get Wyatt to admit he is 
the leader because he is the biggest and strongest.   
 
Wyatt’s player might try to contest the challenge.  That’s when we can use plays.  Bruce 
would probably try to make Wyatt fear him (his best social play)  - push him around, ask 
him “What’s he going to do if a monster comes calling, huh?”  Lets say he wins and now 
Wyatt’s player is fearful of Bruce.  But Wyatt decides not to show it (which reduces his 
soul by one point)  
 
Wyatt decides to make Bruce feel stupid.  He says “There’s more to fighting monsters 
than muscles - it takes brains and you aint got any!“ He succeeds and Bruce feels stupid, 
and Bruce decides to act on that emotion, but not by backing down!  He makes a 
physical play to wrestle Wyatt to the floor, and he succeeds easily.  He says “Where’s 
your brains now Wyatt? How are you going to get out of this smarty pants?” 
 
Now Wyatt (being smart) tries to make Bruce ashamed - "Leaders don’t have to beat up 
on their team Bruce, if you were a proper leader you wouldn’t have to push people 
around!"   He succeeds and Bruce feels ashamed.  Bruce’s player decides to concede the 
emotion and he ruefully lets Wyatt up and apologizes.   
 
Now Bruce’s player decides to make Wyatt feel sorry for him - he knows Wyatt has the 
motive "take care of the other kids", so he uses this as a +4 advantage.   He says, 
choking up, "Nobody thinks I can do anything!”  And he succeeds.  Wyatt’s player decides 
to accept the emotion and puts his hand on Wyatt shoulder "You can do stuff Bruce, but 
a leader has to lead by example, he cant make people follow him.  If you can lead us 
properly, Ill follow you” So Wyatt’s player concedes the challenge to Bruce, and decides 
to modify his relationship motive with Bruce from "Bruce is a stupid horrible bully" to 
"Bruce needs to be handled the right way".  (which gets him XP) 


